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Longstanding NSTX(-U)/Theory Partnership 
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•  Coordinated partnership with NSTX-U team within the 
NSTX/NSTX-U Topical Science Group framework"
•  Macroscopic stability: J. Berkery, A. Boozer (Theory), J.-K. Park"
•  Waves and energetic particles: N. Gorelenkov, M. Podesta,       

G. Taylor "
•  Transport and turbulence: W. Guttenfelder, G. Hammett, Y. Ren"
•  Boundary physics: C-S. Chang, A, Diallo, V. Soukhanovskii "
•  Lithium physics: M. Jaworski, C. Skinner, D. Stotler"
•  Solenoid-free startup: S. Jardin, D. Mueller, R. Raman"
" " " " " " "!

•  Partnership strengthened by ~$1M increment in 2014"
•  Increase in direct funding of Theory by NSTX-U by ~2.5 FTE       

(4.9 FTE total)"
•  Greatly expands range of topics that can be studied"
•  Allows coverage of greater fraction for each researcher (generally 

>0.4 FTE each)"
•  Synergistic support through Base Theory/SciDAC funding"
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PPPL Theory work is addressing topics critical to 
achieving the NSTX-U Five Year Plan Priorities 
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•  Advance ST for Fusion Nuclear Science Facility (FNSF), 
including non-inductive operation 
–  CHI reconnection physics (NI startup) 
–  Non-linear wave-particle coupling (NI rampup) 
–  MHD effects on NB current drive (NI sustainment) 

•  Develop solutions for plasma-material interface challenge 
–  Processes setting SOL heat flux widths 
–  Neutral particle distribution – edge atomic physics 

•  Explore unique ST parameter regimes to advance predictive 
capability - for ITER and beyond 
–  Processes affecting electron transport in core 
–  Role of high ExB and parallel flow shear 
–  Understanding source and ramifications of soft and hard β-limits 
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The NSTX-U/Theory Partnership facilitates 
collaboration over a range of topics  

•  Waves and energetic particles: E. Belova, G.Y. Fu, N. Gorelenkov,           
E. Valeo, R. White 

–  CAE/KAW coupling, development of reduced model for fast ion transport, 
coupling of kinks to AEs, non-linear wave-fast ion coupling 

•  Macrostability: J. Breslau, F. Ebrahimi, S. Jardin, S. Lazerson, L. Zakharov 
–  Soft and hard (disruptive) beta limits, VDEs, CHI physics, NCC coil design 

•  Transport and Turbulence: S. Ethier, E. Startsev, W. Wang 
–  Source of ion, electron & momentum transport, source of collisionality 

dependence, development of e-m effects for global GTS 

•  Edge physics: C.S. Chang, S.-H. Ku, D. Stotler 
–  SOL heat flux width, edge bootstrap current, edge momentum source, 

neutral transport, GPI interpretation 

•  Theory support also provided directly through the NSTX program as 
well as by collaborators 

        
 Will show representative examples from each area 
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EXP’T: Large inferred anomalous core electron 
transport in presence of CAE/GAEs 

•  Observation of high frequency CAE/GAE modes in plasma core associated with 
flattening of Te profile (Stutman et al., Tritz et al.) 

–  High level of transport (10-100 m2/s) inferred assuming classical beam physics 
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!E!B, which is known to suppress turbulent fluctuations
when !E!B is of the order of ! [20].

As temperature gradient driven microinstabilities appear
to be suppressed, this suggests that a form of magnetic
transport must be operative in the flat Te region of the
NSTX H mode. This inference is also supported by the
nearly 2 orders of magnitude gap between the electron
thermal and impurity particle diffusivity in this region.
Indeed, as discussed in Ref. [21], if electrons are trans-
ported along stochastic magnetic field lines, one can expect
a ratio between "e and the impurity diffusivity of the order

of "Mimp=me#1=2 $ 102, i.e., consistent with the data in

Fig. 1(b). The presence of stochastic electron transport
would also explain why some of the 6 MW NSTX Te

and "e profiles resemble those of a reversed field pinch,
where tearing activity is driving stochastic electron trans-
port in the central plasma [22].

The main question is what drives this type of transport in
NSTX in the absence of both thermal gradients and of
tearing modes. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the only constituents
having a substantial gradient inside r=a % 0:5 are the non-
thermal beam ions. They also have strong gradients in the
velocity space. As such, we hypothesize that it is the fast
ion gradient that drives electron transport through the high
frequency AE activity they induce. Indeed, while in the
6 MW H modes the lower frequency MHD activity, in-
cluding toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes, is faint or absent,
there is intense, broadband AE activity in the 0.5–
1.1 MHz range. Signal peaks crossing in time is a definite
signature of GAEs [4,5], the feature clearly seen in Fig. 3.
As shown in Ref. [4], the most unstable GAE modes in
NSTX have frequency between 0:2–0:5!ci, with !ci the
ion cyclotron frequency of $3 MHz. These modes are
mainly driven by the anisotropy in the beam ion velocity
space, have toroidal numbers n$ 2–7, are localized near
the plasma axis, and have a large shear (Bradial) component.
Additionally, since the GAE mode frequencies overlap
with important characteristic electron frequencies in
NSTX, such as the trapped electron bounce frequency
!be, these modes can potentially affect electron transport.

To verify this hypothesis, experiments were designed in
which the beam power was varied while the q, ne and
rotation profiles were held fixed. Keeping a constant q
profile is critical in NSTX, due to the strong dependence
of the electron transport on magnetic shear [23]. The
experimental technique is detailed in Ref. [13]. In essence,
the current profile is ‘‘frozen in’’ by preheating the plasma
at fixed power for 0.4 s followed by stepping the beam
power up or down by 2 MW. Thermal transport is then
assessed after a few beam slowing down times, when the
fast ion population has nearly reached equilibrium, but the
q, !E!B and ne profiles did not yet have time to signifi-
cantly change. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3, and
indicate a correlation between the level of central electron
transport and the level of beam driven GAE activity, ap-
parent as broadband magnetic fluctuations in the 0.5–

1.1 MHz frequency range. Plasmas having flattened Te

profile and rapid central transport have intense, broadband
GAE activity, while plasmas with low transport are essen-
tially GAE-free.
The above correlation was also confirmed in experi-

ments in which the beam energy was scanned between
$60 and 90 keV, in order to more finely vary the level of
GAE activity. In addition, other observations support such
a correlation: the level of GAE activity and that of Te

peaking are related also in L modes, the application of rf
power to beam heated plasmas appears to increase central
Te only when the GAE activity is low, and the central Te is
seen to spontaneously peak when the GAE activity occa-
sionally ceases. An example is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
shows the correlation between the level of GAE activity
and the evolution of the central Te in 2 MW beam driven
NSTX H modes, to which 1.5 MW of rf power is transi-
ently applied. The degree of peaking in the central Te

profile is also shown as the ratio between Te on axis and
at midradius. The ne and Ti profiles evolve similarly in the
two discharges. The mechanism for different levels of
GAE activity is not yet clear, but seems related to small
MHD perturbations of the early q profile. As seen, in
discharges with strong GAEs the central Te responds
weakly to the rf pulse and the profile stays nearly flat,
whereas in discharges with faint GAEs the central Te has a
stronger increase with the rf application and the profile
becomes peaked.
The amplitude of the density fluctuations associated

with the band of 0.5–1.1 MHz GAE activity was measured
in a 6 MW H mode using the NSTX high-k microwave
scattering system [18] in interferometric mode. The spec-
trum of high frequency density and magnetic fluctuations

FIG. 3 (color online). Correlation between GAE activity, Te

flattening, and central "e increase in NSTX H modes heated by
2, 4, and 6 MW neutral beam, at t$ 0:44 s. Within the uncer-
tainties, the q, ne, and !E!B profiles are the same in all
discharges at the time of the transport correlation [13].
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THEORY: New results suggest additional mechanism: energy 
channeling from NBI    CAE    KAW    electrons 

•  Fast ion physics may not be classical 
•  HYM simulations indicate Kinetic    

Alfvén Wave driven by CAE outside 
plasma center (at r/a~0.3) 

•  Some core NB power redistributed to 
this radius via energy channeling from 
NBI to CAE to KAW 

–  KAW damps primarily on electrons 

•  Estimate power channeling of up to    
~ 0.4 MW over range of realistic 
(inferred) mode amplitudes (for          
one mode) 

          Change in Te profile due to 
both transport and heating profile 
modifications 
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Belova!

KAW!CAE!
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Belova!

KAW!CAE!

Future Work: Perform non-linear 
HYM simulations to calculate actual 
level of energy transfer and effect 
on Te; develop predictive capability"
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The NSTX-U/Theory Partnership facilitates 
collaboration over a range of topics  

•  Waves and energetic particles: E. Belova, G.Y. Fu, N. Gorelenkov,           
E. Valeo, R. White 

–  CAE/KAW coupling, development of reduced model for fast ion transport, 
coupling of kinks to AEs, non-linear wave-fast ion coupling 
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–  Soft and hard (disruptive) beta limits, VDEs, CHI physics, NCC coil design 

•  Transport and Turbulence: S. Ethier, E. Startsev, W. Wang 
–  Source of ion, electron & momentum transport, source of collisionality 

dependence, development of e-m effects for global GTS 

•  Edge physics: C.S. Chang, S.-H. Ku, D. Stotler 
–  SOL heat flux width, edge bootstrap current, edge momentum source, 

neutral transport, GPI interpretation 
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EXP’T: Soft beta limits and VDEs 

•  Soft β limit 
–  Drop in βn in response to onset of     

low-n internal MHD activity 

11 

•  VDEs 
–  Both upward and downward 

VDEs observed 
–  VDEs can lead to halo 

currents having up to 80 kA 
on the wall (downward) 

 
Gerhardt!

Menard!

used to determine the electric field profile from impurity
radial force balance to correct the MSE pitch angle data
[17]. Toroidal-rotation-induced deviations of density and
pressure from flux functions [18] are accounted for by
using flux-surface averages in the evaluation of the neo-
classical terms [19] and in MHD stability calculations.

In tokamaks and STs, normalized magnetic utilization
efficiencies are commonly expressed in terms of a parame-
ter !N , where ! is the ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure
to magnetic field pressure and !N removes the intrinsic
scaling of ! with plasma current, applied magnetic field,
and plasma minor radius. Figure 1(a) shows the n ! 1 (n is
the instability toroidal mode number and n ! 1 is typically
the most unstable mode) stability threshold !N " 3:8–4:2
computed using the DCON code [20] ignoring the influence
of the resistive conducting wall of NSTX. Treating the
resistive wall as ideal (superconducting), the computed
n ! 1 stability limit is !N " 5:5–5:7 near t ! 0:9 s. The
experimental !N value exceeds the computed no-wall limit
from t ! 0:4 to 1.05 s and is very close to the ideal-wall
limit near t ! 0:9 s consistent with plasma rotation and
mode dissipation stabilizing the resistive wall mode allow-
ing sustained operation near the ideal-wall limit [21,22].
Several rapid but temporary decreases in !N (correlated
with n ! 1 instability bursts) are observable in Fig. 1(a)
when !N is near the computed ideal-wall limit. However,
the experimental !N never recovers from the final !N
collapse near t ! 1:05 s. As seen in Fig. 1(b), this time
coincides with the onset of a continuous n ! 1 mode with
frequency f ! 5–8 kHz. Since the neutral beam heating
power is held fixed at 6 MW for t # 0:16 s, reduced !N
after t ! 1:05 s apparently results from the SCI mode
degrading confinement. These results indicate that the

SCI mode is apparently triggered by repeated excursions
above the n ! 1 ideal-wall limit and, once triggered, can
persist for the remainder of the discharge. Figure 1(c)
shows that the onset of the SCI mode also has a significant
impact on the safety factor evolution. Prior to mode onset
during the high !N phase, the minimum safety factor value
is nearly constant with q0 ! qmin ! 1:15–1:25. Just after
mode onset, the qmin value abruptly increases to 1.3–1.4
and remains above the pre-onset value until t ! 1:4 s when
the toroidal magnetic field is ramped down due to coil
heating limits. The estimated current redistribution time
during the high-!N phase is 0.25–0.3 s [23], and the energy
confinement time "E ! 35 ms, so qmin remains above
unity for many current redistribution times and several
tens of energy confinement times.

The structure of the SCI mode can be determined from
inversion [18] of ultrasoft x-ray (USXR) line-integrated
emission data [24]. Figure 2(a) shows the line-integrated
emission data in the plasma core during mode activity, and
Fig. 2(b) shows the best fit to the total emission obtained
assuming a plasma displacement ~# with helicity m=n !
1=1. The USXR data cannot be well-fit using a 2=1 island
eigenfunction [18] as would be expected for a 2=1 neo-
classical tearing mode (NTM). Figure 2(c) shows the time
evolution of the best-fit flux-surface-normal displacement
profile ~#$$% &r$=jr$j at the outboard midplane. As seen
in the figure, the maximum displacement is approximately
1.6 cm at $ ! 0:4. The eigenfunction is evidently initially
quite broad with finite amplitude extending to $ " 0:8,
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Measured line-integrated USXR emission
amplitude contours plotted versus chord tangency $ and time for
one oscillation period, (b) best-fit simulated USXR emission am-
plitude assuming a 1=1 helicity eigenfunction, and (c) recon-
structed radial displacement amplitude profile at outboard mid-
plane during mode saturation. The black contour lines in (a) and
(b) are from the data in (a).
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Figure 2. An example upward-going VDE. Shown are time traces of (a) the plasma current, (b) the plasma vertical position, (c) the various
halo currents, and (d) five equilibria in the sequence leading to the disruption.

total plasma + vessel current [87], poloidal field and flux
measurements around the plasma periphery, and the signal
from a diamagnetic loop. This code does not at present have the
ability to fit currents outside the last closed magnetic surface,
and so is not used to reconstruct equilibria during the phase
with strong halo currents.

3. Examples of halo current waveforms

Given the halo current detectors present in NSTX, there
are three typical halo current patterns observed in NSTX;
describing these patterns is the purpose of this section. The first
pattern is for upward VDEs, where currents flowing around
the lower part of the vessel are detected. The second pattern
is for VDEs that land on the lower secondary passive plates.
The third pattern is for VDEs that land on the lower outboard
divertor. Examples from each of these three scenarios are
described in detail below; we note that there are other halo
current scenarios and flows that are not discussed here on
account of the lack of measurements or their relative rarity.

3.1. Upward VDE

Example traces from the upward-going VDE 137215 are
shown in figure 2. This discharge suffered an H ! L transition
just after the start of the IP flat-top, when the neutral beam
heating power was reduced from 4 to 2 MW at t = 0.16 s. A
significant loss of stored energy and modification of the profiles
followed, with the discharge developing strong vertical motion

and ultimately impacting on the upper divertor. The final
thermal and current quenches occur at t = 0.228 s. Frames
(a), (b) and (c) show the evolution of the plasma current, the
vertical position, and the halo currents, while frame (d) shows
the plasma boundary evolution up to the point of strong halo
currents. The vertical lines in the time traces indicated the
times of the reconstructions, with the same colour code as in
frame (d).

Given that nearly all of the halo current instrumentation
is located in the vessel bottom, it might appear unlikely
that currents would be measured for an upward-going VDE.
However, the electrical break at the top of the machine
(between the inner and outer vessels) implies that any current
flowing out of the upper-inner divertor, around the plasma, and
into the upper-outer divertor must return by flowing around the
entire poloidal circumference of the vacuum chamber.

This can be clearly seen in figure 2, where a halo current
transient of "30 kA is observed in the OBDIR and OBDOR
lower vessel wall current detectors. The same current transient
is then observed to flow through the buswork connecting the
inner and outer vessel, and then on all three centre-column
Rogowskis. There are likely much larger currents flowing
locally in the upper divertor structures, but these are not
resolved with the present measurements.

The SOL poloidal flux contours are shown for the final
viable reconstruction in frame (d); these contours are spaced
by 1 cm at the outboard midplane side of the plasma (indicated
by the black ‘x’s in the figure, where ‘midplane’ is defined
by the point on the plasma boundary with the largest radial
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used to determine the electric field profile from impurity
radial force balance to correct the MSE pitch angle data
[17]. Toroidal-rotation-induced deviations of density and
pressure from flux functions [18] are accounted for by
using flux-surface averages in the evaluation of the neo-
classical terms [19] and in MHD stability calculations.

In tokamaks and STs, normalized magnetic utilization
efficiencies are commonly expressed in terms of a parame-
ter !N , where ! is the ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure
to magnetic field pressure and !N removes the intrinsic
scaling of ! with plasma current, applied magnetic field,
and plasma minor radius. Figure 1(a) shows the n ! 1 (n is
the instability toroidal mode number and n ! 1 is typically
the most unstable mode) stability threshold !N " 3:8–4:2
computed using the DCON code [20] ignoring the influence
of the resistive conducting wall of NSTX. Treating the
resistive wall as ideal (superconducting), the computed
n ! 1 stability limit is !N " 5:5–5:7 near t ! 0:9 s. The
experimental !N value exceeds the computed no-wall limit
from t ! 0:4 to 1.05 s and is very close to the ideal-wall
limit near t ! 0:9 s consistent with plasma rotation and
mode dissipation stabilizing the resistive wall mode allow-
ing sustained operation near the ideal-wall limit [21,22].
Several rapid but temporary decreases in !N (correlated
with n ! 1 instability bursts) are observable in Fig. 1(a)
when !N is near the computed ideal-wall limit. However,
the experimental !N never recovers from the final !N
collapse near t ! 1:05 s. As seen in Fig. 1(b), this time
coincides with the onset of a continuous n ! 1 mode with
frequency f ! 5–8 kHz. Since the neutral beam heating
power is held fixed at 6 MW for t # 0:16 s, reduced !N
after t ! 1:05 s apparently results from the SCI mode
degrading confinement. These results indicate that the

SCI mode is apparently triggered by repeated excursions
above the n ! 1 ideal-wall limit and, once triggered, can
persist for the remainder of the discharge. Figure 1(c)
shows that the onset of the SCI mode also has a significant
impact on the safety factor evolution. Prior to mode onset
during the high !N phase, the minimum safety factor value
is nearly constant with q0 ! qmin ! 1:15–1:25. Just after
mode onset, the qmin value abruptly increases to 1.3–1.4
and remains above the pre-onset value until t ! 1:4 s when
the toroidal magnetic field is ramped down due to coil
heating limits. The estimated current redistribution time
during the high-!N phase is 0.25–0.3 s [23], and the energy
confinement time "E ! 35 ms, so qmin remains above
unity for many current redistribution times and several
tens of energy confinement times.

The structure of the SCI mode can be determined from
inversion [18] of ultrasoft x-ray (USXR) line-integrated
emission data [24]. Figure 2(a) shows the line-integrated
emission data in the plasma core during mode activity, and
Fig. 2(b) shows the best fit to the total emission obtained
assuming a plasma displacement ~# with helicity m=n !
1=1. The USXR data cannot be well-fit using a 2=1 island
eigenfunction [18] as would be expected for a 2=1 neo-
classical tearing mode (NTM). Figure 2(c) shows the time
evolution of the best-fit flux-surface-normal displacement
profile ~#$$% &r$=jr$j at the outboard midplane. As seen
in the figure, the maximum displacement is approximately
1.6 cm at $ ! 0:4. The eigenfunction is evidently initially
quite broad with finite amplitude extending to $ " 0:8,
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Measured line-integrated USXR emission
amplitude contours plotted versus chord tangency $ and time for
one oscillation period, (b) best-fit simulated USXR emission am-
plitude assuming a 1=1 helicity eigenfunction, and (c) recon-
structed radial displacement amplitude profile at outboard mid-
plane during mode saturation. The black contour lines in (a) and
(b) are from the data in (a).
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Figure 2. An example upward-going VDE. Shown are time traces of (a) the plasma current, (b) the plasma vertical position, (c) the various
halo currents, and (d) five equilibria in the sequence leading to the disruption.

total plasma + vessel current [87], poloidal field and flux
measurements around the plasma periphery, and the signal
from a diamagnetic loop. This code does not at present have the
ability to fit currents outside the last closed magnetic surface,
and so is not used to reconstruct equilibria during the phase
with strong halo currents.

3. Examples of halo current waveforms

Given the halo current detectors present in NSTX, there
are three typical halo current patterns observed in NSTX;
describing these patterns is the purpose of this section. The first
pattern is for upward VDEs, where currents flowing around
the lower part of the vessel are detected. The second pattern
is for VDEs that land on the lower secondary passive plates.
The third pattern is for VDEs that land on the lower outboard
divertor. Examples from each of these three scenarios are
described in detail below; we note that there are other halo
current scenarios and flows that are not discussed here on
account of the lack of measurements or their relative rarity.

3.1. Upward VDE

Example traces from the upward-going VDE 137215 are
shown in figure 2. This discharge suffered an H ! L transition
just after the start of the IP flat-top, when the neutral beam
heating power was reduced from 4 to 2 MW at t = 0.16 s. A
significant loss of stored energy and modification of the profiles
followed, with the discharge developing strong vertical motion

and ultimately impacting on the upper divertor. The final
thermal and current quenches occur at t = 0.228 s. Frames
(a), (b) and (c) show the evolution of the plasma current, the
vertical position, and the halo currents, while frame (d) shows
the plasma boundary evolution up to the point of strong halo
currents. The vertical lines in the time traces indicated the
times of the reconstructions, with the same colour code as in
frame (d).

Given that nearly all of the halo current instrumentation
is located in the vessel bottom, it might appear unlikely
that currents would be measured for an upward-going VDE.
However, the electrical break at the top of the machine
(between the inner and outer vessels) implies that any current
flowing out of the upper-inner divertor, around the plasma, and
into the upper-outer divertor must return by flowing around the
entire poloidal circumference of the vacuum chamber.

This can be clearly seen in figure 2, where a halo current
transient of "30 kA is observed in the OBDIR and OBDOR
lower vessel wall current detectors. The same current transient
is then observed to flow through the buswork connecting the
inner and outer vessel, and then on all three centre-column
Rogowskis. There are likely much larger currents flowing
locally in the upper divertor structures, but these are not
resolved with the present measurements.

The SOL poloidal flux contours are shown for the final
viable reconstruction in frame (d); these contours are spaced
by 1 cm at the outboard midplane side of the plasma (indicated
by the black ‘x’s in the figure, where ‘midplane’ is defined
by the point on the plasma boundary with the largest radial
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used to determine the electric field profile from impurity
radial force balance to correct the MSE pitch angle data
[17]. Toroidal-rotation-induced deviations of density and
pressure from flux functions [18] are accounted for by
using flux-surface averages in the evaluation of the neo-
classical terms [19] and in MHD stability calculations.

In tokamaks and STs, normalized magnetic utilization
efficiencies are commonly expressed in terms of a parame-
ter !N , where ! is the ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure
to magnetic field pressure and !N removes the intrinsic
scaling of ! with plasma current, applied magnetic field,
and plasma minor radius. Figure 1(a) shows the n ! 1 (n is
the instability toroidal mode number and n ! 1 is typically
the most unstable mode) stability threshold !N " 3:8–4:2
computed using the DCON code [20] ignoring the influence
of the resistive conducting wall of NSTX. Treating the
resistive wall as ideal (superconducting), the computed
n ! 1 stability limit is !N " 5:5–5:7 near t ! 0:9 s. The
experimental !N value exceeds the computed no-wall limit
from t ! 0:4 to 1.05 s and is very close to the ideal-wall
limit near t ! 0:9 s consistent with plasma rotation and
mode dissipation stabilizing the resistive wall mode allow-
ing sustained operation near the ideal-wall limit [21,22].
Several rapid but temporary decreases in !N (correlated
with n ! 1 instability bursts) are observable in Fig. 1(a)
when !N is near the computed ideal-wall limit. However,
the experimental !N never recovers from the final !N
collapse near t ! 1:05 s. As seen in Fig. 1(b), this time
coincides with the onset of a continuous n ! 1 mode with
frequency f ! 5–8 kHz. Since the neutral beam heating
power is held fixed at 6 MW for t # 0:16 s, reduced !N
after t ! 1:05 s apparently results from the SCI mode
degrading confinement. These results indicate that the

SCI mode is apparently triggered by repeated excursions
above the n ! 1 ideal-wall limit and, once triggered, can
persist for the remainder of the discharge. Figure 1(c)
shows that the onset of the SCI mode also has a significant
impact on the safety factor evolution. Prior to mode onset
during the high !N phase, the minimum safety factor value
is nearly constant with q0 ! qmin ! 1:15–1:25. Just after
mode onset, the qmin value abruptly increases to 1.3–1.4
and remains above the pre-onset value until t ! 1:4 s when
the toroidal magnetic field is ramped down due to coil
heating limits. The estimated current redistribution time
during the high-!N phase is 0.25–0.3 s [23], and the energy
confinement time "E ! 35 ms, so qmin remains above
unity for many current redistribution times and several
tens of energy confinement times.

The structure of the SCI mode can be determined from
inversion [18] of ultrasoft x-ray (USXR) line-integrated
emission data [24]. Figure 2(a) shows the line-integrated
emission data in the plasma core during mode activity, and
Fig. 2(b) shows the best fit to the total emission obtained
assuming a plasma displacement ~# with helicity m=n !
1=1. The USXR data cannot be well-fit using a 2=1 island
eigenfunction [18] as would be expected for a 2=1 neo-
classical tearing mode (NTM). Figure 2(c) shows the time
evolution of the best-fit flux-surface-normal displacement
profile ~#$$% &r$=jr$j at the outboard midplane. As seen
in the figure, the maximum displacement is approximately
1.6 cm at $ ! 0:4. The eigenfunction is evidently initially
quite broad with finite amplitude extending to $ " 0:8,
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Measured line-integrated USXR emission
amplitude contours plotted versus chord tangency $ and time for
one oscillation period, (b) best-fit simulated USXR emission am-
plitude assuming a 1=1 helicity eigenfunction, and (c) recon-
structed radial displacement amplitude profile at outboard mid-
plane during mode saturation. The black contour lines in (a) and
(b) are from the data in (a).
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THEORY: M3D-C1 used to study both types of beta 
limiting processes 

•  M3D-C1 affords unique opportunity to study of stability on 
transport time scale for realistic η	


•  Linear/Non-linear, 2D/3D 
–  Used for scoping control systems, transport models, etc. 
–  Very well benchmarked against NIMROD for ideal & resistive stability 
–  Also against GATO, ELITE 
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THEORY: M3D-C1 used to study both types of beta 
limiting processes 

•  M3D-C1 affords unique opportunity to study of stability on 
transport time scale for realistic η	


•  Linear/Non-linear, 2D/3D 
–  Used for scoping control systems, transport models, etc. 
–  Very well benchmarked against NIMROD for ideal & resistive stability 
–  Also against GATO, ELITE 
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3D Non-linear simulation of soft β limit"
•  As β limit is exceeded in center, 

surfaces deform, become stochastic, 
then heal"

•  First, pure n=3 (4/3 resonance), then 
non-linear, finally axisymmetric torus"

•  Net effect is enhanced transport"
Jardin!

 Poincare plots!

ΔTe"

Future work: Perform calculations to 
determine effects of q-profile, rotation, 
etc. on modes"
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Simulations of VDEs have begun using M3D-C1  

•  Initial simulations from 2D low resolution calculation 
–  Benchmark against earlier TSC results 

•  New capability is finite thickness wall 
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Simulations of VDEs have begun using M3D-C1  

•  Initial simulations from 2D low resolution calculation 
–  Benchmark against earlier TSC results 

•  New capability is finite thickness wall 
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(a)! (b)! (c)! (d)! (e)!

Note halo 
currents!

Jardin!

Toroidal Current Density Evolution"

Future work: Extend to 3D and realistic η to compute non-
axisymmetric halo current distribution for validation against 
experimental measurements"
"
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JRT-16: Assess MGI disruption mitigation, 
disruption detection and avoidance 

•  Study gas assimilation efficiencies for MGI injection from 
multiple poloidal locations and evaluate impacts on divertor 
heat loads and halo currents 

–  XGC1/DEGAS-2 to determine amount and distribution of radiation, 
runaway electron current, resulting edge profiles 

– M3D-C1 to determine the dynamics of the MHD modes and their 
interactions with (e.g.) halo currents 

•  Develop algorithms for real-time MGI triggering based on 
disruption warning system such as locked mode sensors, 
state-space observers and RFA 

–  Couple M3D-C1 to a wall current code for designing sensors/probes, 
followed by verification and validation when NSTX-U starts to operate 

–  Resistive wall/RFA capability has been added to M3D-C1                  
(N. Ferraro/S. Jardin) 

•  NSTX cases being studied 
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The NSTX-U/Theory Partnership facilitates 
collaboration over a range of topics  

•  Waves and energetic particles: E. Belova, G.Y. Fu, N. Gorelenkov,           
E. Valeo, R. White 

–  CAE/KAW coupling, development of reduced model for fast ion transport, 
coupling of kinks to AEs, non-linear wave-fast ion coupling 

•  Macrostability: J. Breslau, F. Ebrahimi, S. Jardin, S. Lazerson, L. Zakharov 
–  Soft and hard (disruptive) beta limits, VDEs, CHI physics, NCC coil design 

•  Transport and Turbulence: S. Ethier, E. Startsev, W. Wang 
–  Source of ion, electron & momentum transport, source of collisionality 

dependence, development of e-m effects for global GTS 

•  Edge physics: C.S. Chang, S.-H. Ku, D. Stotler 
–  SOL heat flux width, edge bootstrap current, edge momentum source, 

neutral transport, GPI interpretation 
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EXP’T: Source of anomalous transport in  
L- and H-modes 

•  Ions: Anomalous in L-mode, 
~neoclassical in H-mode 

•  Electrons: R/LTe-driven ETG (low β), 
microtearing (high νe

*) in L and H 
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Ren!
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Experimental
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H-mode!

High-k Turbulence can Play an Important Role in 
Driving Electron Thermal Transport in NSTX 

• Typical transport properties of NSTX 
NBI-heated H-mode plasmas 
– Neoclassical level of ion thermal transport 

due to large ExB shear and low aspect ratio 
– Dominant heat loss in the electron channel  

 
• ETG mode potentially important for 

NSTX  
– Short wavelength on electron-gyro scale 
– Large growth rate, surviving large ExB 

shear 

 
 

•Waltz and Miller, PoP, 1999 

R=135.5 cm 
t=0.367 s 

From NCLASS 
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EXP’T: Source of anomalous transport in  
L- and H-modes 

•  Ions: Anomalous in L-mode, 
~neoclassical in H-mode  

•  Electrons: R/LTe-driven ETG (low β), 
microtearing (high νe

*) in L and H 
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•  Strong vφ (ExB) shear can 
suppress low-k (ITG/TEM) 
instabilities (γE>>γlin from GK) 

 

H-mode!
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EXP’T: Source of anomalous transport in  
L- and H-modes 

•  Ions: Anomalous in L-mode, 
~neoclassical in H-mode  

•  Electrons: R/LTe-driven ETG (low β), 
microtearing (high νe

*) in L and H 
 

Neoclassical

Experimental

10

1

0.1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

[Φ/Φa]
1/2

χ i
(m

2 /
s)

(NCLASS)"

•  Strong vφ (ExB) shear can 
suppress low-k (ITG/TEM) 
instabilities (γE>>γlin from GK) 

 

H-mode!

22 

L-mode!

Can global gyrokinetic simulations 
shed more light on the transport 
processes with the relatively large 
scales and large ExB shears in low-
BT in NSTX plasmas?!

Kaye!
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THEORY: Strong flow shear can destabilize  
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 

•  Linear theory: |MLn/Lω|>1 for instability 
–  Non-linear global GTS simulations reveal 

presence of K-H in L-mode 
–  K-H identified in simulation by finite k|| 

•  K-H/ITG + neo ion transport within 
factor of ~2 of expt’l level 

–  e- transport seriously underestimated 

23 

Strong shear flow in NSTX can destabilize K-H mode

• NBI-heated L-mode with anomalous ion transport in outer core region
– transport “shortfall”? (Ren et al., ’13)
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• Rough guideline for K-H threshold from linear theory (e.g., Catto et al.,
’73; Garbet et al., ’99):

!!!!
MLn

L!!

!!!! > 1

8

Remaining ITG/K-H fluctuations produce significant ion
thermal transport relevant to NSTX L-mode

• Reproduce expt. !i profile fairly well

• No ion transport “shortfall” in outer core
observed

• Weak contribution to highly anomalous
electron thermal transport

NSTX 141716@448ms
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Ions! Electrons!

Wang!

φ	

~!

Future Work: K-H in H-mode             -driven DTEM as source of 
collisionality scaling in H-mode"

∇n,∇T
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The NSTX-U/Theory Partnership facilitates 
collaboration over a range of topics  

•  Waves and energetic particles: E. Belova, G.Y. Fu, N. Gorelenkov,           
E. Valeo, R. White 

–  CAE/KAW coupling, development of reduced model for fast ion transport, 
coupling of kinks to AEs, non-linear wave-fast ion coupling 

•  Macrostability: J. Breslau, F. Ebrahimi, S. Jardin, S. Lazerson, L. Zakharov 
–  Soft and hard (disruptive) beta limits, VDEs, CHI physics, NCC coil design 

•  Transport and Turbulence: S. Ethier, E. Startsev, W. Wang 
–  Source of ion, electron & momentum transport, source of collisionality 

dependence, development of e-m effects for global GTS 

•  Edge physics: C.S. Chang, S.-H. Ku, D. Stotler 
–  SOL heat flux width, edge bootstrap current, edge momentum source, 

neutral transport, GPI interpretation 

24 
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EXP’T: SOL heat flux width shows strong 
dependence on plasma current 

25 

•  Li wall conditioning impacts heat flux width and magnitude 
•  Strong contraction of SOL heat flux width at midplane with Ip 

NSTX-U APS-DPP – Comparison of Pedestal Stability on λq (PP8.00011),  TK Gray  (10/29/2012 - 11/2/2012)

In NSTX, lithium wall conditioning has also been shown 
to have a strong impact on λq

• 0 mg (boronized) and 150 
mg of Li yield similar heat 
fluxes (inter-ELM averaged)

• λq contracts with addition of 
150 mg of Li
– Likely due to the elimination of 

small Type V that can be 
ubiquitous in boronized 
conditions [Maingi2005]

• With sufficient Li (300 mg), 
heat flux is also reduced
– Measurements made with 

DBIR camera to account for 
surface emissivity effects

– λq contracts further still
4
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0 mg (128684)
150 mg (141243)
300 mg (138525)

TK Gray, IAEA-FEC ...

Gray!
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EXP’T: SOL heat flux width shows strong 
dependence on plasma current 
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•  Li wall conditioning impacts heat flux width and magnitude 
•  Strong contraction of SOL heat flux width at midplane with Ip 

NSTX-U APS-DPP – Comparison of Pedestal Stability on λq (PP8.00011),  TK Gray  (10/29/2012 - 11/2/2012)

In NSTX, lithium wall conditioning has also been shown 
to have a strong impact on λq

• 0 mg (boronized) and 150 
mg of Li yield similar heat 
fluxes (inter-ELM averaged)

• λq contracts with addition of 
150 mg of Li
– Likely due to the elimination of 

small Type V that can be 
ubiquitous in boronized 
conditions [Maingi2005]

• With sufficient Li (300 mg), 
heat flux is also reduced
– Measurements made with 

DBIR camera to account for 
surface emissivity effects

– λq contracts further still
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What is the underlying physics setting the SOL heat 
flux width and its scaling with Ip?!
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Theory: Collisionless XGC1 simulations indicate that the SOL 
heat flux width is set primarily by neoclassical processes 

27 

λq,mid (mm)"

Ip = 0.7 MA! Ip = 1.0 MA!

300 mg Li deposition"

•  Blobs do not appear to widen the heat 
load width above the neoclassical width 
(~Δbanana ~1/Ip from XGC0) 

•  Predicted variation of Ip-0.8 is consistent 
with observation (for 300 mg Li dep.) 

•  XGC1 (collisionless) predicts 
“blob” related turbulence 

•  Blobs are stronger in SOL 
than in pedestal, and they 
are stronger at higher Ip 
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Theory: Collisionless XGC1 simulations indicate that the SOL 
heat flux width is set primarily by neoclassical processes 
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λq,mid (mm)"

Ip = 0.7 MA! Ip = 1.0 MA!

300 mg Li deposition"

•  Blobs do not appear to widen the heat 
load width above the neoclassical width 
(~Δbanana ~1/Ip from XGC0) 

•  Predicted variation of Ip-0.8 is consistent 
with observation (for 300 mg Li dep.) 

•  XGC1 (collisionless) predicts 
“blob” related turbulence 

•  Blobs are stronger in SOL 
than in pedestal, and they 
are stronger at higher Ip 

Future Work: Extend to finite collisionality and recycling to determine effect on SOL λq"
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NSTX(-U)/PPPL Partnership is focusing on issues critical to 
understanding ST physics and projecting to future devices 

•  Targeted funding from DOE has allowed for participation by a 
critical mass of people, and critical fraction of each person 

•  Theory integrated into NSTX physics results dissemination 
–  Six theory-based NSTX contributions to IAEA 

•  Wish to continue effort (with cont’d incremental). High priority 
topics include: 

– Macro: Extend M3D-C1 disruption studies to resistive 3D 
–  T&T: Incorporate e-m effects into GTS, XGC-1 for microtearing 
–  EP: Implement reduced model for fast ion transport in TRANSP 
–  Edge: SOL heat flux widths from turbulence (XGC-1) 
–  Leverage off theory work for experimental research planning 
–  Expand integration of experimentalists into theoretical studies 

Enhanced synergy with DIII-D work (S. Jardin/N. Ferraro,                  
W. Wang/C. Chrystal, C.S. Chang/D. Battaglia) 

29 
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Backup Slides 

30 
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THEORY: Explore CAE/GAE induced transport levels 

•  Initial studies focused on direct impact of modes on electron 
transport 

–  Radial mode amplitude profiles taken from scattering, BES 
measurements 

–  Electron transport inferred from ORBIT calculations in which amplitude 
of modes was varied 

31 
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•  α parameter related to δn/n"
•  α=4x10-4 corresponds to     

δn/n~10-3"
•  Modes bursting: max 

amplitudes may be 2 to 3x 
greater"

•  Brings inferred transport up to 
experimentally inferred values"

Gorelenkov!
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EXP’T: Strong kink/Alfvén activity driven by NBs in 
NSTX  

•  Expect similar activity in NSTX-U 
•  Can impact beam current drive profiles (positively or 

negatively) and goal of achieving 100% non-inductive ops 
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Beam-driven Alfven modes are routinely observed in NSTX

25

t=470ms

Beam-driven fishbones and non-resonant kink 
modes (LLM) are observed in NSTX and MAST

E. Fredrickson I.T. Chapman et al., Nucl. Fusion, 2010Kink/fishbone modes! TAE modes/avalanches!

Fredrickson!
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THEORY: Physics of modes and impact on fast ion 
distribution 

•  M3D-K to model modes and 
resulting fast ion transport 

•  Good agreement between 
model results and measured 
mode structure (radial, 
frequency) 

•  Substantial fast ion transport 
from kinks/fishbones/TAEs 
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The fishbone mode structure shows 
twisting feature

NRK                         fishbone

Stability diagram: stabilization of ideal kink 
and excitation of fishbone at higher q_min

At fixed P_total at axis

M3D-K simulation shows large beam ion 
transport due to multiple TAEs

<>

E=Einj

E=0.75Einj

E=0.5Einj

Multiple TAE-induced fast ion redistribution!

Fu!

E=Einj!

Ψ	
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EXP’T: Non-inductive current startup 

•  Critical issue for fully non-inductive operation in next-step STs  
•  Co-axial Helicity Injection being studied on NSTX 
•  CHI has produced up to 300 kA startup current with large 

current multiplication factor (Ip/Iinj) 
–   Successfully coupled to induction for ramp-up 
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NSTX has demonstrated CHI-generated plasma current up to
300kA

Raman et al. PRL 2006

Injector current
*

Ip = I
inj

( T/ inj

)
+

Toroidal flux
[T. R. Jarboe (1989)]

Current multiplication
increases with toroidal
field. Scaling confirmed
with TSC & NIMROD
simulations [Raman,
Jardin, et al. 2011 &
Bayliss&Sovinec 2011]

Fatima Ebrahimi CHI physics/simulations 5

In transient CHI, axisymmetric reconnection generates a high
quality closed flux start-up equilibrium in NSTX

Injected toroidal flux
links the poloidal
flux K̇ = 2 

inj

V
inj

The helicity and
plasma expands
into the vessel if I

inj

exceeds a
threshold value
(when the magnetic
compression
across the current
layer exceeds the
field-line tension of
the injector flux)

Iinj
BT

50 mF
capacitor

bank

+

-

  Jpol  X Btor

Divertor coils

 Insulating gap
(Top & Bottom)

Injector
Gas Injection

Location of 
absorber
PF coils

Lower
divertor
region

1 ms

1.4 ms

2.5 ms

Fatima Ebrahimi CHI physics/simulations 4
Raman!
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THEORY: Understand reconnection physics to 
extrapolate CHI performance to next-steps 

•  Resistive simulations have been performed using the 
extended-MHD NIMROD code 

35 

NSTX-U FES BPM for FY2016 FWP – NSTX-U Program  

NIMROD 3D-resistive MHD:  CHI simulations with magnetic 
diffusivities similar to experiment produce flux closure 

Closed flux fraction increases as the 
magnetic diffusivity is reduced (but is 
lower than in experiment, investigating ) 

F. Ebrahimi (PU), R. Raman (U-Wash) 
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NSTX-U FES BPM for FY2016 FWP – NSTX-U Program  

NIMROD 3D-resistive MHD:  CHI simulations with magnetic 
diffusivities similar to experiment produce flux closure 

Closed flux fraction increases as the 
magnetic diffusivity is reduced (but is 
lower than in experiment, investigating ) 

F. Ebrahimi (PU), R. Raman (U-Wash) 
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•  Simulations with 
magnetic diffusivities 
similar to expt produce 
flux closure 

•  Flux closure/plasma 
current scales with 
injector voltage time 
decay, flux footprint as 
in experiment 

•  Simulations indicate 
Sweet-Parker type 
reconnection 

–  Elongated current sheet 
–  Current sheet width 
–  Inflow/outflow Ebrahimi!
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THEORY: Understand reconnection physics to 
extrapolate CHI performance to next-steps 

•  Resistive simulations have been performed using the 
extended-MHD NIMROD code 
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•  Simulations with 
magnetic diffusivities 
similar to expt produce 
flux closure 

•  Flux closure/plasma 
current scales with 
injector voltage time 
decay, flux footprint as 
in experiment 

•  Simulations indicate 
Sweet-Parker type 
reconnection 

–  Elongated current sheet 
–  Current sheet width 
–  Inflow/outflow Ebrahimi!

NSTX-U PAC-35 – Progress and Plans for Plasma Start-up & Ramp-up!NSTX-U! 7!

NIMROD simulations suggest Transient CHI has resemblance 
to 2D Sweet Parker-type reconnection 

•  Lower limit on electron temperature (few eV) 
below which closed flux surfaces do not form 

–  Closed flux fraction increases with Te 

•  With reduction of injector voltage & current a 
toroidal E-field is generated in the injector region 

–  Etoroidal X Bpoloidal drift brings oppositely directed field lines 
closer and cause reconnection generating closed flux 

 

F. Ebrahimi, et al., PoP (2013)!

Elongated SP-type current sheet!

SP-type plasma flows in region of current sheet!
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Fig.%6%

138844A46%

(a)% (b)%

(c)% (d)%

EXP’T: Knowledge of the thermal neutrals is  
critical to edge and core physics 

•  GPI gas puff leads to small effect 
in edge temperature and density 

–  No immediate effect 
–  Slow change inside location of 
Δn0 

37 

•  Thermal neutral density profiles impact: NB power deposition, fast 
ion c-x efflux to wall, drag on rotation/ZFs 
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UEDGE$separatrix$quan!!es$

•  UEDGE simulations indicate 
immediate changes in n, T 
should be observed 

Meier!
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THEORY: Detailed DEGAS-2 simulations agree  
with the GPI results 

•  3-D simulations input EFIT, ne, 
Te, nD and gas puff rate from 
GPI 

•  Simulated power loss due to 
puff atomic physics negligible 

–  Electron loss: 21 kW,                          
Ion loss: 4 kW 

–  Consistent with small effect on 
profiles 

•  Basis for understanding 
difference between DEGAS-2 
and UEDGE results (study 
ongoing) 
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2D GPI light emission: expt’l 
contours (white) 
superimposed on DEGAS2 
simulation results"
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